We consider noncoercive functionals on a reflexive Banach space and establish minimization theorems for such functionals on smooth constraint manifolds. These results in turn yield critical point theorems for certain classes of homogeneous functionals. Several applications to the study of boundary value problems for quasilinear elliptic equations are included.
Introduction
Let V be a reflexive Banach space and let F : V -+R be a weakly lower semicontinuous functional and let 5 c V be a weakly closed set. This paper is devoted to the problem of establishing the existence of points u £ S such that (1.1) F(u) = minF(v), ves and consequences of such results. If it is the case that F is coercive, then classical results ( [MW] , [S] ) establish a solution of this problem. The functionals considered here have the property that the perturbed functionals Fc(u) = F(u) + e\\u\\2, where || • || is the norm of V, are coercive for e > 0 and that the solution sets {uf}, of (1.2) Fe(u) = min F ((v) v€S are a priori bounded. Solutions of the original problem are thus obtained via a limit process, letting e -> 0 (since V is reflexive, bounded subsets have weakly convergent subsequences). This procedure (of elliptic regularization) has been widely used (see, e.g., [KS] , ); we here provide a class of functionals (and compatible manifolds S) for which this method of attack is applicable and include a variety of consequences such as critical point theorems (e.g., the recent results in [BTW] ) and various applications to boundary value problems for nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations. The paper is organized as follows: In sections 2-3 we consider the case that V = 77 is a Hilbert space, since matters are more transparent and easier to discuss. In section 2 we define a class of functionals (functionals having property (P)) for which the above described procedure yields a solution of (1.1) and we state and prove our main abstract existence theorem (Theorem 2.5). We further provide several (more easily verifiable) criteria which imply this property, and also criteria which describe manifolds S which satisfy the necessary compatibility conditions. In section 3 we derive several critical point theorems (and several special cases of Theorem 2.5) which may be derived from Theorem 2.5 and Liustemik's theorem on Lagrange multipliers. The subsequent sections (4 and 5) are devoted to the more general situation where V is a reflexive Banach space and extensions of the results in the earlier sections. Some of the analysis will be similar; when this is the case we shall so indicate and forgo the details; however, as we shall see, enough significant differences exist to warrant these sections. We conclude with several examples giving applications of the results established to the theory of boundary value problems for semilinear and nonlinear elliptic equations, including problems involving the p-Laplacian. Since y/ is completely continuous, i.e., continuous from 77 endowed with the weak topology to Y with the norm topology, S is weakly closed in 77. We assume that S / 0 , that j(u) < +oo, for some u £ S and cp is bounded from below on S in the sense that there exist constants c > 0 and 0 < fi < 2 such that (2.1) cp(u) > -c\\u\\fi.
General results

Assumptions and notations. Let V = 77 be a Hilbert space with norm || • || and inner product (•,•). Let
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We define F :H^R by
Then F is weakly lower semicontinuous on 5. We now consider the following minimization problem:
i.e., the problem is to show the existence of u £ S such that (2.3) holds.
Functionals with property (P)
Definition. We say that the functional F (or the pair (cp, j)) has property (P) on S whenever the following hold: If {vn} c S is any sequence in 5 satisfying, as n -> oo, HM -»oo, (2.4) "^iiSlT0'
lim sup t^-^r < U,
(where, as customary, -' denotes weak convergence) then there exists vq £ S such that (2.5) limsup77(ij") > 77(v0).
n->oo
Our main abstract existence result for problem (2.3) will involve functionals having property (P). Before stating and proving this result we shall provide some conditions guaranteeing that property (P) holds. Proposition 2.1. Let K be a closed convex subset of V, S c K, 0 £ K, and assume that A is nonnegative, i.e., (Au, u) > 0, u e K, and assume that: If {v"} is a sequence in K such that IKII-oc, jjjjLpO, and II un\\ then (2.7) limsup-J-F(^)>0.
n->oo \\Cn\\ Then F has property (P) on S.
Proof. Let {u"} c S be a sequence such that (2.4) holds, then since {u"} c K and (2.6) is valid we get by assumption that (2.7) is true. Since ||i>"|| -> oo we must have that limsupF(u") = oo, n-»oo and therefore limsup7r(?j") > F(v), n->oo for all v £ S with j(v) < +00 ; hence (2.5) holds. Then F satisfies property (P). Proof. The above result is from [ASV3] , where it is shown that the above conditions imply the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 and hence property (P) holds.
2.3 Existence results. Let the assumptions and notations of section 2.1 hold.
We are now able to establish existence results for problems (2.3) for functionals
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use that satisfy property (P) provided certain compatibility conditions are satisfied. Before proceeding to the abstract results we need one further piece of information from [ASV1] .
Associated with the functional j we have the following functional joo : 77 -► R u {00} defined by j jooiw) = lim -j(tw).
t-fOC [
This functional has the following properties as stated and proved in [ASV1] .
Lemma 2.4. The functional joo satisfies:
(1) joo is convex and lower semicontinuous with 7oo(0) = 0, Under the above assumptions the minimization problem (2.3) has a solution U£S.
Proof. We employ the method of elliptic regularization (see, e.g., [KS] Further, since {u"} c S, y/(un) = y, we must have
Thus (2.13) holds and consequently, by hypothesis, (2.14) must hold. In particular, un-w£S, F(un-w) < F(un), Vn.
Letting v = u" -w in (2.18), we get and since wn --w we conclude w = 0, i.e.
wn -0.
Using (2.18) again and dividing the inequality by ||w"||2 , we obtain lim sup T-JJ2 F(un) < 0,
n^oo UKII HM J Since j is convex and j(0) = 0, we have liminf J_?n) > hminf;-(Jf±_)
Hence (2.19) implies lim sup t--72 cp(un) <0.
n-toc \\Un\\
We thus have all three conditions in the definition of property (P) holding. Consequently there must exist Uo £ S such that
But (2.18) implies
and we obtain a contradiction to (2.20).
CRITICAL POINT THEOREMS
In this section we shall use Theorem 2.5 together with Liusternik's theorem (Lagrange multipliers) (see [K] ) to establish some existence results for critical points of certain functionals.
Let us now assume that a : H xH ^R is a continuous bilinear form which is positive, i.e., (3.1) a(u,u)>0, Vu£H.
is a nonnegative weakly lower semicontinuous functional on 77. Let us assume that (3.3) diml^ = dim ker a = dim{w : a(u, u) = 0} < +oo, and there exists c > 0 such that
i.e., cp is coercive on WL .
Remark 3.1. Throughout we shall denote by ker of a mapping, say cp , ker cp = cp~x{0}; this notation is not intended to convey that ker cp is a linear space, even though in many situations, it will be; see, e.g., (3.3) above.
Let \p : H ^ R be a weakly continuous functional homogeneous of degree a > 1 , a ^ 2, i.e., (3.5) y/(Xu)=Xa \p(u), VX>0,u£H, and let S be given by (3.6) S = {u£H: ip(u) = y}, which we assume to be nonempty.
We have the following consequence of Theorem 2.5.
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Then there exists u £ S such that (3.8) cpiu) = mincpiv).
ves Proof. We check the conditions of Theorem 2.5. To this end we let (Au, v) = aiu, v) and 7 = 0. We shall prove that F = <p satisfies property (P). We shall show this by invoking Proposition 2.3, choosing P0 = 0 and Pi(«) = ||n«||2, where n : 77 -> W is the orthogonal projection of 77 onto W = ker cp . Since dim W < +oo, II is a compact mapping proving that Pi(w") -+ 0, whenever u" -0. Hence (2.11) and (2.12) hold. Now for u £ 77, ||u|| = 1, X > 1
Thus (2.10) is true, showing that property (P) holds.
We next check the compatibility condition of Theorem 2.5. To this end, let {un}, {wn}, and w satisfy (2.13). We shall show that w = 0 and hence (2.14) will obviously hold. We have (since y^ = 0) lim sup tj-Tra(u" , u") < 0 «-»00 ||Wfl|| (see (2.13)). Hence limsun a(wn , wn) = lim sup -r.-Trja(un , un) < 0.
n->oo n->oo ||W«|| Since cp is weakly lower semicontinuous cpiw) < lim inf cpiwn) < 0, n->oo and therefore cpiw) = aiw , w) = 0, i.e., w £ W = ker a . Now using (2.13) for y/ and the weak continuity of \p, we get 0= lim TiTTi!^"") = lim y( mTTm ) = lim W(wn) = ip(w), «->oo ||W«||a n->oo \||Mn||/ «->oo which by hypothesis implies that w = 0. Hence y/'(u) ^ 0, u £ S. Let u be the minimizer of Corollary 3.2. Then we obtain from Liusternik's theorem (see [K] ) the existence of a Lagrange multiplier jiieR such that
Since cp(u) > 0 for u £ S, we get a > 0. Rescaling, i.e., putting v = p^u, we see that v is a critical point of /.
Remark 3.4. Corollary 3.2 is the major result from [BTW] .
The following corollary contains Corollary 3.2 and Corollary 3.3 as special cases.
Corollary 3.5. Let cp and y/ be as above (i.e., satisfy the conditions (3.1)-(3.6)) and assume that (3.12) y/(v -u) = y/(v), We 77, \/u £ W nker y/, where ker y/ = {u : y/(u) = 0}. Then the problem (3.8) has a solution.
Proof. We have shown above already that property (P) holds. We hence must verify that (2.13) and (2.14) are true. Thus let w, {w"}, and {un} be as in these conditions. We know that cp(w) = ^(u>) = 0 (see Corollary 3.2), i.e., w £ ker cp n ker y/ . By hypothesis we have (3.12) holding, i.e., ^(v-w) = y/(v), Vy e 77. Hence v-w £ S, whenever v £ S. Moreover, since w £ ker cp = W, we have a(w , v) + a(v , w) = (<p'(w), v) = 0, Vu £ W.
proving (2.14) and hence the result follows.
Corollary 3.6. Suppose again that y/ £ Cx and that cp and y/ satisfy the conditions at the beginning of this section and that is weakly lower semicontinuous. Concerning Y, y/, S, cp, j, and F = cp + j we make the same assumptions as in section 2.1 (replacing 77 by V everywhere) and we consider the minimization problem (4.1) F(u) = min F(v).
veS As before, we introduce a property which together with certain compatibility conditions on S will imply the boundedness of the solution set of the regularized problems. As we shall see this property will be an extension of the property (P) introduced earlier. We hence shall employ the same terminology.
Functionals with property (P).
Definition. We say that the functional 77 (or the pair (cp, j) or cp, if j = 0) has property (P) on S whenever the following hold: There exists a constant p > 1 such that: If {vn} c S is any sequence in S satisfying, as n -► oo, n->oo
We note that, in some sense, condition (4.2 (c)) is an orthogonality condition between v" and w (see, e.g., [J] ).
The main abstract existence result for problem (4.1), as before, will involve functionals having property (P). Again, before stating and proving this result we shall provide some conditions guaranteeing that property (P) holds. Then F satisfies property (P). Proof. Suppose {vn} and F are as above. We label the cases to be considered as (c'), (c"), (c'").
Case (c'): Since (by (a)) ||v"|| > 1, for n sufficiently large, we have from (c) that
H^nll < ll^n -ll^«||ty||, Vn sufficiently large, hence 1 < \\w" -to||, Vn sufficiently large, and property (P) holds.
Case (c"): We first note that if V is reflexive then we may choose (by the Lindenstrauss-Asplund-Trojanski theorem) ( [PS] or [T] ) an equivalent norm on V such that V is locally uniformly convex with respect to the new norm. The local uniform convexity of V yields the property that (see, e.g., [B] ) m" -► m, whenever un -* u and ||u"|| -► ||w||.
Suppose then that the conditions of the definition hold for a sequence {vn} but that (c") is false, i.e., ||to|| > 1. We then have w" = n-ii -* w\\Vn\\ Then F has property (P). Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.2, so we omit it.
The following example shows that the conditions given by Proposition 4.2 are a strict special case of property (P), even in the case of Hilbert spaces.
Example. Let 77 be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and let
W = TJ11ir-i + IMI
We shall show that F is weakly lower semicontinuous, has property (P), yet does not satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4.2. In fact, suppose that {«"} is a sequence with u" --u. Select a subsequence {unk} C {u"} such that lim F(u".) = liminfF(M").
it-»oo n->oo
Since {u"k} is bounded, we may assume, by passing to a subsequence, if necessary, that {||m"J|} is convergent. Moreover, by the weak lower semicontinuity of the norm, we have ||u|| < lim ||m" ||.
k-»oo
Since the mapping G : R+ -» E+ , x h+ -^-1 +x is continuous and increasing, we get
Hence F is weakly lower semicontinuous. To show that F has property (P) we use the definition. Let {vn} be such a sequence, then, since ||v"|| -► oo, we have that limsupF(t;") = 1 >F(0), n-»oo i.e., (4.3) holds and hence 77" has property (P). Since 77 is infinite dimensional, we may choose a sequence {u"} c 77, ||w"|| = 1 such that it contains no convergent subsequences. Let vn = nu", then ||i»"|| -> oo. By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that Vn Also, since F is bounded all the conditions of Proposition 4.2 hold, yet w" = tAtt does not converge to w. We shall give a useful consequence of Proposition 4.2 which yields property (P) for functionals F which have the property that the associated cp is coercive off its zero set which is assumed a finite dimensional linear space. We prove the following. Furthermore assume that V = ker cp © X, where X is a closed subspace of V and cp\x is coercive in the sense that there exists c > 0 such that (4.6) <p(v) > c\\v\\p , W EX.
Then F = cp + j satisfies property (P) for any j satisfying our stated assumptions. Proof. We shall show that the conditions of Proposition 4.2 are met. To this end let {vn} be a sequence satisfying il il Vn
\\V"\\ -» OO, t--jt -W, \\Vn\\
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Proof. We follow the steps used to prove Theorem 2.5 and use again the method of elliptic regularization, i.e., we consider the perturbed functionals We may proceed, as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 and reach the point that IIMI2 < \\un -w\\2, Vn.
From this it follows that for X > 1, or t = \ £ (0, I] that HM < \\u" -to|| < (1 -t)\\u"\\ + t\\un -Xw\\ or IIMI ^ \\un ~ Xw\\, Vn, VA>1.
We hence have condition (4.2(c)) of property (P) verified. We proceed further as in the proof of Theorem 2.5 by dividing by ||MIP rather than ||M2
and verify the other parts of condition (4.2). We now invoke property (P) to complete the proof via a contradiction.
A CRITICAL POINT THEOREM
In this section we shall use Theorem 4.4 together with Liusternik's theorem (Lagrange multipliers) (see [K] ) to establish an existence result for critical points of certain functionals. This result is an extension to reflexive Banach spaces of 
Applications
In this section we shall consider some applications of the results derived above.
6.1 A problem with exponential nonlinearity.
Let Q c E2 be a bounded domain with smooth boundary and consider the partial differential equation We let S=lu£H: y/(u) = f ke" = o\ , then S / 0, whenever k assumes both positive and negative values. Since n = 2, it follows that y/ : H -+R is a completely continuous mapping. This is an immediate consequence of Trudinger's theorem ( [GT] ) about the embedding of T7'(Q) into the Orlicz space L9(Q) with cp(t) = e'1 -1, t > 0 (see also [A] ), and compact embedding results between Orlicz spaces ( [A] ). Hence S is weakly closed in 77. Further eC'(77,E) and (y/'(u),v)= / ke"v , u,v£H.
Ja
We have the following corollary.
Corollary 6.1. Assume that k changes sign on Cl and that JQh = 0. Then there exists u £ S such that (6.5)
where cp and j are given by (6.3) and (6.4), respectively. Proof. We note that F = cp + j satisfies property (P) by an application of Proposition 2.3. We choose Po = 0 and Px(u) = JQu2. Then we have for u £ 77, ||w|| = 1 and X > 1
*■ Ja Ja
Hence (2.10) holds and therefore property (P) is valid.
Let now {to"}, {«"}, and w be as in (2.13) (we shall employ Theorem 2.5). We then have (since jx = j) lim sup tj-rrtp(un) + j(w) < 0, and therefore 1 / v Jiw)~\ hmsup TTTriiT^M1 + TTT-T ^°> n-too I \\Un\\ \\un\\ .
i.e., limsup9>(to") = limsup(y4to" , to") < 0.
n-*oc n-»oo Hence (by the weak lower semicontinuity) (Aw , to) < 0 , and therefore (^4to , w) = 0, i.e., to e ker tp = R . Let u £ S, we then have y/(u -w)= f keu~w = e~w f ke" = 0. Ja Ja With the proper interpretation Corollary 6.2 represents an existence result for this problem also. Now, we consider an extension of the example considered above to the case of the p-Laplacian. Let fict* be a bounded domain with smooth boundary and consider the partial differential equation 
Of course cp and j are of class C1 also and cp' + j' is as computed earlier.
The (quasilinear) variational problem corresponding to (6.13) (6.14) / \Vu\p~2Vu ■ Vv + hv = 0, Vv e V, u e V, Ja has a solution (as is easily verified) if and only if fQh = 0, which we shall assume. We now let uq be a solution of (6.14) (all solutions of which are given by Uq + c, eel). We have the following existence result.
Corollary 6.5. Assume that k changes sign on Q and that Jn h = 0. Then there exists u £ S such that
ves If also f ke"° <0, Ja then (6.13) has a solution.
Proof. We note that F satisfies property (P) by an application of Proposition 4.3 noting that V = W0X'P _R, ker cp = R. The remaining arguments are parallel to those used in the proof of Corollary 6.2 and Remark 6.3 with the obvious modifications made for the present case. We shall omit the details.
Remark 6.6. Another approach to proving the results of Corollaries 6.1 and 6.5 would be to replace 5 by Sn{u £ V : JQu = 0}, and proceed in a similar way. It therefore follows that cp satisfies property (P) on 77.
On the other hand we have that y/ £ CX(H, R) and
We shall now use what has been established in section 3 to obtain critical points (nontrivial) Proof. We first check that cp has property (P). It is clear that cp is nonnegative and continuous on V and, since p > 1, #> is convex and hence weakly lower semicontinuous. We shall employ Proposition 4.2 with F = cp. Thus let {v"}, {w"}, w be as in the proposition. It follows that lim"_0O j^jj| = 0, and hence 0 < <p(w) < lim inf cp(wn) < limsup9'(to") "•^OO /J-.CO = lim sup <pi^) = lim sup ^-= 0.
n-»oo ll^nll n-*oo H^nH
Hence p(to) = 0, i.e., to = constant. Thus also f \V(wn-w)\P^0, Ja
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use which together with the compactness of the embedding V *-* Lp(Cl) implies that to" -> to. Thus cp has property (P). The above also shows that
The growth conditions on g and (6.27) imply that the embedding V <-► L9(fi) is compact and thus if u" -' u, then un -> u in Lq(£l) and hence G(-, u") -> G(-, u) in L'(fi), which implies the complete continuity of yi. Using the other hypotheses on g we may now employ part (b) of Corollary 5.1 to complete the proof.
A particular choice of g is g(x, u) = k(x)\u\a~2u, where k e C(Cl), 1 < ap*, a / p. In this case the Caratheodory conditions are easily verified. The other conditions of the corollary will hold whenever k changes sign on fi and Ja k > 0.
6.4 A Dirichlet problem involving the /^-Laplacian.
As above let fi be a bounded domain in RN with smooth boundary.
We shall now consider a Dirichlet problem, which may be considered as a nonlinear perturbation of a problem at resonance. For p > 1, consider the boundary value problem (6 32) {-V-i\Vu\P-2Vu)+Xxmix)\u\P-2u + gix,u) = 0, infi, ' \u = 0, ondfi, where m : fi -► E, m £ L°°(fi) is the weight function with m > 0 on a set of positive measure, g is as in the above example and Xx is the pricipal eigenvalue of the p-Laplacian (with respect to the weight m) with respect to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary data (cf. [An] ). It follows from [An] that Xx is a simple eigenvalue, is isolated and can be characterized as Xx =inf( / \Vu\p :u£ WQUpfG), f m\u\p = l) ( It follows that solutions of (6.34) are given by the critical points of the functional (6.35) f(u) = -fV"lp--/ m\u\p+ j G(x,u(x)), u £ W0X-P(Q).
P Ja P Ja Ja
We have the following result. ( y is an eigenfunction of the p-Laplacian corresponding to Xx .) Corollary 6.11. Assume that (6.36) f G(x,±y)>0 Ja and (6.37) f G(x, u(x)) <0, for some u£\Vx'p(Ci). Ja Then (6.34) has a nontrivial solution. Proof. We shall employ the usual norm (implied by the Poincare inequality) in V = W0X'P(Q). Let again y/ be defined by y/(u) = / G(x,u(x)), u £ V.
It follows that y/ is of class C' and is weakly lower semicontinuous. We next check that cp satisfies property (P). We again use Proposition 4.2 with F = cp . Thus let {v"}, {wn}, to be as in the proposition. It follows that limsup^^ J^4 < 0, and hence 0 < cpiw) < liminf^(to") < limsup^(to") n-oo n-»oo = lim sup pfrr^ = Hmsup ^<0,
i.e., cpiw) = 0, or (6.39) / |Vto|" =A, / m\w\p , Ja Ja and (6.40) / |Vto"|"-A, / mK|"-0.
Since w" ->■ to in V it follows that to" -► to in LP(Q) and hence Xx f m\wn\p ^Xx j m\w\p. Ja Ja Therefore (6.39) and (6.40) imply that to" -► to (recall that W0X'P(Q) is uniformly convex). Moreover (6.39) implies that ker tp = span{y} = {ty : t £ R}.
The remainder of the proof is similar to that of the previous corollary.
